
Cedar'� Lebanes� Men�
169 Mary Street, Birmingham, United Kingdom

+447508530111 - http://www.cedarlebanesefood.co.uk

A complete menu of Cedar's Lebanese from Birmingham covering all 17 dishes and drinks can be found here
on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Cedar's Lebanese:
a charming caffe with only three tables and colors that come from the walls, but the most beautiful eat. only

libanesen I have ever been so can not compare, but had a pleasant lunch here, the cauliflower dish was the best
vegetarian dish I have. every taste and taste of the herby flat brotes was still in my mouth two hours later. and

the Lebanese tee was beautiful. will definitely come back soon. read more. In beautiful weather you can even be
served in the outdoor area. What User doesn't like about Cedar's Lebanese:

Previously, to get this little caffe all the time for Arab breakfast, and we thought it was the same. they have
changed the decoration that is much better. Unfortunately the staff was cold, tables were sticky and eating was a
disappointment. I hope this will improve because I am constantly in this opposite and enjoy the Arab breakfast I

was used to. I love the middle eastern eating and this place was formerly my favo... read more. At Cedar's
Lebanese in Birmingham, a diverse brunch is served for breakfast, where you can eat as much as you want

pamper your taste buds, visitors often choose the tasty, fluffy flatbread, which is perfect for dunking into the own
hummus or a creamy yogurt dip; the unusual connection of figs and goat cheese undeniably also belongs to the

delicious bits of the multifaceted Middle Eastern cuisine. Additionally, there are also light Mediterranean meals on
the menu, fine vegetarian meals are also on the menu available.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

10 m�� popular
TABBOULEH

Orienta� dishe�
FALAFEL

Vegetaria�
CAULIFLOWER

Chicke� dishe�
LEMON CHICKEN

Turkis� specialtie�
BAKLAVA

Beilage� un� Sauce�
DIPS

Coffe�
COFFEE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

VEGETABLES

MEAT

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

HALAL

VEGAN

MEDITERRANEAN
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